Review reveals ambiguous understanding of
genetic privacy in US study participants
31 October 2018
unclear. Participants also frequently conflated
privacy with confidentiality, control, and security.
Participants were frequently concerned about the
amount of control they retained over their personal
information, the use of their data by third parties,
and confidentiality issues. Many were worried they
could be harmed if genetic information was
divulged to third parties like employers or insurers.
However, participants often felt benefits such as
getting information from genetic tests were more
important than protecting privacy.
The authors note that, in general, the consent
process could be improved with increased
Credit: CC0 Public Domain
disclosure around future use of collected data by
third parties. While the authors' findings are specific
to the USA, the authors hope further research
might identify best practices around genetic
Confusion and ambiguity in how U.S. patients and privacy, making the collection and use of genetic
researchers perceive genetic privacy is uncovered data more trustworthy for participants.
by a study published October 31, 2018 in the openaccess journal PLOS ONE by Ellen W. Clayton
Clayton adds: "The picture of genetic privacy that
from Vanderbilt University and colleagues.
emerges from this systematic literature review is
complex and riddled with gaps. Much more needs
To uncover the links between gene variants and
to be learned about which concerns about genetic
disease, researchers must collect genetic data
privacy matter most to people as well as the social
from participants. In the USA, researchers may
forces that influence their views in order to develop
obtain participants' consent for broad data sharing, policies that create the trust necessary to allow
which gives other investigators freedom to use
people to make optimal use of advances in
their data for future research—but participants often genomics."
cite privacy as a major concern. To investigate how
researchers and participants understand genetic
More information: Clayton EW, Halverson CM,
privacy, the authors of this study systematically
Sathe NA, Malin BA (2018) A systematic literature
reviewed 53 U.S.-based studies which examined
review of individuals' perspectives on privacy and
perceptions of genetic privacy among the general genetic information in the United States. PLoS ONE
public, patients and professionals. In total, the
13(10): e0204417.
studies included over 47,000 participants.
doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204417
The authors uncovered confusion and gaps in
participants' understanding of genetic privacy.
Many participants confirmed they were worried
about genetic privacy; however, ambiguouslyphrased questions often left their specific concerns
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